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HAND PUMP EASY-PUMP

Patented hand pump for glues, lacquers, paints and other viscous fluids. 
For containers with a height of 35 to 46 cm.

Advantages
 Can be mounted within seconds
 Always ready for use
 Clean: No adhesion
 No drying out, even when seldomly used
 Exact and economical dispense
 For a variety of purposes and independent of electricity, 

        air, and the like

Particularly fast filling of big containers

Use the included metal adaptor and a standard cordless drill
with fixed rotating insert and standard bit holder (6 mm internal
hexagon). If necessary, saw off the crank handle in order to avoid
injuries that may be caused by the rotating handle. When using
the cordless drill, the rotational speed must not exceed 200 rpm.
Otherwise, there is no guarantee.

Ostermann Tip: When using it for new containers, the conveyor
system can be quickly and easily filled with the cordless drill.
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Assembly and operating manual

The simple plug-in design facilitates a quick mounting 
as well as an easy disassembly for the purpose of 
cleaning. 

crank

spout

adaptor 
lock nuts

conveying 
tube

conveying screw

Easy-Pump is made
out of polypropylene

Drill or cut a 35 mm hole into the lid or screw cap 
of the container. Next to this hole, drill another hole 
with a diameter of 1 mm. Prospectively, you can 
reuse the lid you prepared.

Secure the prepared lid between the two nuts, 
depending on the height of the container. Please 
use the chamfered nut on top. For 45 cm contai-
ners, the upper nut is not necessary. Important: 
The conveying tube must always reach the bottom 
of the container.

Put the Easy-Pump and the lid on the container. 
The conveying system will be filled by repeated, 
clock-wise turning. Attention: Close the spout after 
every use to keep the liquid contents from drying 
out.

After having emptied the container completely, 
simply put Easy-Pump on a new, full container.
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